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ABSTRACT

Climate induced temporal variation, spatial patterns of vegetation and microenvi-
ronments, plant growth forms, soils and geology, and topographic factors influence
hydrologicprocesses in rangelandenvironments. In Part I of this study,a gradient analy
sis of 13 environmental variables identified temporal and spatial gradients in sagebrush
coppice and interspacesoil surface cover types. Spatial cover types and temporal cyclic
variations were distinct for both soil surface cover types. Part II of the study identified
different spatial patterns for several sagebrush species. Wyoming big sagebrush
(Artemisia tridentata Beetle&Young wyomingensis) and mountainbig sagebrush (A. tri-
dentata Rydb. veseyana) were both associated with uniform distribution patterns. Low
sagebrush (A. arbuscula Nutt. arbuscula) exhibited a random pattern. Spatial patterns of
vegetation (random, clumped, and uniform distribution) effect the degree of tortusoity of
flow paths and hydraulic roughness on rangelands.Additional refinements to the Chezy
friction coefficient that incorporates estimates of roughness coefficients for rills and
interrill areas should be considered through additional resistance factors such as plant
dispersion coefficients.
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Spatial heterogeneity and pattern is a universal feature in natural plant commu
nities. Hydrologic and erosion processes are effected by the amount, type, and
spatial distribution of rangeland vegetation. Spatial and temporal changes with
regards to hydrologic and erosion processes have been documented by
Blackburn, 1975; Spaeth, 1990; Blackburn and Wood, 1990; Blackburn et al.,
1990,1992. If the development of new technologies and modeling of hydrologic
and erosion processes in natural plant ecosystems is to proceed, more ecological
information is needed regarding distribution patterns of major shrub types in the
western USA.

Why study pattern or spatial distribution of plants in the context of erosion
prediction modeling efforts? Many hydrologic modeling efforts represent over
land flow as areas of broad, uniform sheet flow. Surface flow in shrublands is tor
tuous, water velocity is reduced, and flow may be impeded by shrub coppices,
which act as surface dams. Flow paths are longer because of this tortuosity, which
increases the surface area of some rills.

In general, current hydrologic modeling efforts approach plant distribution
too simplistically, i.e., measurements of plant density and single species compo
sition. Density is the number of individuals per unit area; however, density with
out other supporting information is static both from ecologic (Barbour et al.,
1987) and hydrologic perspectives. Plant density does not reveal the dynamic
interactions that affect spatial distribution between members of the same or dif
ferent species. Different plant patterns may be present on the landscape, which
may be due to a number of factors that vary from site to site. Natural plant com
munities are not homogeneous, even in seemingly monotonous expanses of
grasslandsor prairie where shrubs and trees arevirtually absent. Since individual
plant species have characteristic affects on hydrologic processes (Thomas &
Young, 1954; Mazarak & Conrad, 1959; Rauzi & Kuhlman, 1961; Dee et al.,
1966; Gifford, 1985), hydrologic models should consider the effects of shrub
communities that are dominated by one or two species compared with commu
nities that are more diverse.

Gleason (1920) recognized that minor differences in the environment could
disrupt uniformity in vegetation. Since then, the detection and study of patterns
in plant communities has been a subjectof interest among plantecologists (for
reviews see Pielou, 1969; Grieg-Smith, 1979, 1983; Diggle, 1983; Ludwig &
Reynolds, 1988). Three main types of plant distributions are recognized in nat
ural populations: random, uniform (regular), and aggregated (clumped or conta
gious) (Whittaker, 1975; Grieg-Smith, 1983; Pemberton & Frey, 1984).

The causal factors of pattern in vegetation are complex and multifactorial in
nature. Patterns in vegetation canbe attributed to the morphology of the species
(Kershaw, 1959; Grieg-Smith, 1961); dispersal mechanisms from theparent plant
(Lamacraft et al., 1983; Kershaw & Looney, 1985; Whitford, 1986); environ
mental heterogeneity (Gulmon & Mooney, 1977; Beaty, 1984; Shumar &
Anderson, 1986; Ludwig et al., 1988); sociological pattern involving competi
tion, genetics, and other types of interaction among individuals (Fowler &
Antonovics, 1981; Aarssen & Turkington, 1985a; Fitter, 1987; Szwagizyk,
1992); demographic characteristics and succession (Aarssen & Turkington,
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1985b; Symonides &Wierzchowska, 1990); management history, i.e., burning or
grazing (Lamont & Fox, 1981; Wright & Bailey, 1982; Matus & Tothmeresz,
1990; Ter Heerdt et al., 1991); and stochastic pattern resulting from random vari
ation ofany of the preceding factors (Hutchinson, 1953).

Ifprogress is tobe made on overland flow models for rangeland vegetation
t>pes, rangeland communities must be assessed for spatial heterogeneity, plant
patterns (distribution), and density. The purpose ofthis chapter is to examine spa
tial and temporal relationships ofsoil, vegetation, hydrology, and soil erosion in
a sagebrush community and examine spatial patterns of several sagebrush
species. Out of the 15 basic rangeland types in the USA, the sagebrush grassland
is oneof the largest types in the western USA (39 million hectares; Holechek et
al., 1989). Sagebrush grasslands occur extensively in Oregon, Idaho, Nevada,
Utah, Montana, and Wyoming. In Wyoming, nearly two-thirds of the state is
occupied byone or several of 13 different sagebrush species (Beetle &Johnson,
1982).

Thisstudyis organized intotwo parts: The objective of Part I was to demon
strate spatial and temporal relationships of soil, vegetation, hydrology, and soil
erosion (Blackburn etal., 1990, data set) and examine multivariate relationships.
The objectives of Part IIwere to: (i)ona preliminary basis, conduct a spatial pat
tern analysis (SPA) of sagebrush vegetation types with distance based density
estimates; and (ii) relate results that are relevant to hydrology and soil erosion
modeling.

We recognize that there aremany questions to be answered regarding spatial
distribution patterns in natural plant communities and causal factors that affect
distribution patterns. We propose several hypotheses that we have evaluated on a
preliminary basis and will be used, with modification as necessary, for subse
quent papers involving more sites and other rangeland plant communities. We
hypothesize that within discrete ecological range sites where soil heterogeneity
on a large scale is minimized,Wyomingbig sagebrush stands will exhibit a uni
form pattern wheresagebrush is thedominant shrubspecies and no interspecific
shrub species exists on the site. Whereother brush species are codominants with
sagebrush, especially root sprouters, otherpatterns should emerge. Forexample,
where shrub species are root sprouters, a clumped pattern may develop.
Mountain big sagebrush is often associated with other shrub species such as
mountain snowberry (Symphoricarpos oreophilus Gray) and waxleaf ceanothus
{Ceanothus velutinus Dougl.) on the Reynold's Creek Experimental Watershed.
These two species can reproduce by root sprouting; therefore, the pattern of the
codominant sagebrush population may tend to deviate from uniformity.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Parti

Site Characteristics, Spatial and Temporal Study
Part I of this study was located at the Quonset site in the Reynold's Creek

Experimental Watershed in southwest Idaho («80 km southwest of Boise).The
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study site is characterized by an aridic moisture regime with average annual pre
cipitation of 281 mm, 70% from rain and 30% snow. The elevation is 1193 m,
slope 6%, and aspect 344°. The soil is classified as a Larimer series (fine-loamy
over sandy or sandy-skeletal, mixed, mesic of Xerallic Haplargid. These well
drained soils occupy old alluvial terraces and colluvial foot-slopes and are
derived from weathered basalt. Two soil-vegetation surface cover types were
identified: (i) shrub coppice, and (ii) interspacebetween shrubs. The A horizon of
the shrub coppice is characterized by weakly granular structure, loam texture, and
the surface is dominated by moss (Polychidium spp. and Tortula spp.) and to a
lesser degree, lichens. Wyoming big sagebrush is the dominant shrub (30%
canopy cover), rubber rabbitbrush (Chrysothamnus nauseousus [Pall] Britt.) is a
subdominant shrub (<2% canopy cover). Sandberg bluegrass (Poa secunda J.S.
Presl) is the dominant graminoid species with cheatgrass (Bromus tectorum L.)
and bottlebrush squirreltail (Sitanian hystrix Nutt.) as subdominants. The A hori
zon of the interspace area is characterized by a 15 mm thick vesicular crust (platy
structure), loam texture, and the surface layer is sparsely covered by gravel,
graminoid species, mosses, and lichens.

Field Methods and Analysis

Rainfall was simulated with a drop type simulator at a rate of 88.2 mm h_1
for 30 min on two soil surface cover types: sagebrush coppice dune and inter
space (see Blackburn et al., 1990, for details). Rainfall was simulated at six dif
ferent dates (15, 16 February; 22 February; 1, 3 March; 15, 16 March; 13, 14
April; and 20,21 June) on soil that was continuously frozen and diurnally frozen
or unfrozen. For each date and soil surface cover type, four to six simulations
were made.

Detrended correspondence analysis (DCA; Hill, 1979), an eigenvector ordi
nation technique based on reciprocal averaging (RA; Hill, 1973a) was used to
evaluate two soil surface cover types, six dates, 13 environmental variables, and
identify associated gradients within this data matrix (Table 4-1). Ordination is

Table4-1. Definitions of symbolsand unitsof measurement used in the analyses.

Symbols Unit of Measurement

SSWC Surfacesoil watercontent(%), 0-5-cm depth
PB Bulk Density (Mg nr3), 0-5-cm depth
AGST Aggregate stability(%), 0-5-cm depth
OC Organic C (%), 0-5-cm depth
SAND Sand (%), 0-5-cm depth
SILT Silt (%), 0-5-cm depth
ROCK Surface rock cover (%)
LITTER Surface litter cover (%)
CRYPT Surface Cryptogamcover (%)
BIO Aboveground biomass(kg nr2)
GRASS Surface grass cover (%)
INF Infiltration capacity (cm hr')
CSED Cumulative interrill sediment (kg ha"' 30 min)
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"the arrangement of species and samples in a low-dimensional space such that
similar entities are close by and dissimilar entities far apart" (Gauch, 1982,
p. 109). Ter Braak (1987, p. 91) defines ordination as "the collective term for
multivariate techniques that arrange sites along axes on the basis of data on
species composition." The objective of ordination is to condense complex data
sets to define emergent relationships. The Blackburn et al., (1990) study was set
up as a complete block design.

Part II

Study Areas, Pattern Analysis Study
The study area in Part II consists of seven sites (Table 4-2).

Field Methods and Analysis

TheT-square distance sampling technique (Besag & Gleaves, 1973) was used
onallseven sagebrush sites. Sampling was confined todiscrete range sites. T-square
sampling has been found to be a robust technique to detect pattern (especially
clumped and uniform) invegetation (Diggle, 1983; Lamacraft et al., 1983). TheT-
square sampling procedurerequirestwo distances: (i)x, the distancefrom a random
point to the nearest individual, and (ii)y, thedistancefrom that individual to its near
est neighbor. At the Buffalo, WY, and Blackfoot, ID, sites, one set of 100 random x
(cm)andy(cm)measurements were made. Forthe five sitesat theReynold's Creek
ExperimentalWatershed, one set of 50 x and y measurements in centimeters were
made along the contour of the slope and vertically down the slope. From the two
distance measurements,an indexof spatial pattern (C) was calculated.

c=|Nii4
N

where N is the total number of sample points. When C is =0.5, the pattern of
individuals in a populationsuggests randomdistribution. If individual plants are
clumped, C will be significantly >0.5; significantly <0.5 implies uniform pat
tern. Significance of departure of C from 0.5 was tested with the standard nor
mal deviate (z).

C-0.5
z =

Vl/(12A0

Canonical discriminant analysis was used to drive canonical variables (linear
combinations of the quantitative variables) that have the highest multiple corre
lation with the qualitative classes (SAS Institute, 1988). The purpose of this
analysis was to predict group membership of sagebrush species from a set of vari
ables (C, x, and v). Groups were Wyoming big sagebrush, mountain big sage
brush, and low sagebrush.



Table 4-2. Site descriptions, Wyoming and Idaho.

Location

name Soils

%

Buffalo, WY Forkwood(fine, loamy,
mixed, mesic Ustollic
Haplaigid)

Blackfoot, ID Robin (fine, silty,
mixed, cryic Pachic
Paleburoll)

Summit

Reynold's Creek, ID
Saralegui (coarse-
loamy, mixed, mesic
XerolUc Haplaigid)

Quonset Reynold's
Creek, ID

Larimer (fine, loamy, over
sandy or sandy-skeleton, mixed,
mesic, Ustollic Haplargids)

Nancy Gulch
Reynold's Creek, ID

Gariper(fine,
montmorillonitic, mesic
Xerollic Paleargid)

Lower Sheep
Raynold's Creek, ID

Gabica (loamy-skeletal,
mixed, frigid Lithic
Argixerolls)

Reynold's Mountain
Reynold's Creek, ID

Bullrey (fine-loamy,
mixed, PachicCryoboroll)

Slope

10.0

7.0

9.0

6.0

7.0

28.0

7.0

Elevation

deg.

1372

1950

1304

1193

1414

1649

2097

Aspect

mm

90

350

320

344

342

268

119

Mean annual

precipitation

305

457

250

281

317

340

821

Current vegetation

Wyoming big sagebrush, western wheatgrass
[Efymus smithii (Rydb.) Gould], prairiejunegrass
[Koeleriacristata (L.) Pens.], green needlegrass
(Stipa viridulaTrin.), Hoods phlox (Phloxhoodii
Rich.)

Mountain big sagebrush, big bluegrass (Poa juncifolia
Scribn.), Letterman needlegrass(Stipa lettermanii
Vasey), prairiejunegrass

Wyoming big sagebrush,bottlebrush squirreltail,
cheatgrass

Wyoming big sagebrush,rubber rabbitbrush, Sandberg
bluegrass

Wyoming big sagebrush, Sandberg bluegrass

Low sagebrush, Sandbergbluegrass

Mountainbig sagebrush, mountainsnowberry

s

5

?
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Spatial and Temporal Study

A two-axis DCA ordination of spatial and temporal data from the Quonset
site was representative ofboth spatial and temporal gradients (Fig. 4-1).The first
DCA axis (eigenvalue 0.105, 91% ofvariability) was interpreted asa spatial gra
dient, which is clearly defined bythe sagebrush coppice dune and the interspace
soil surface cover types. Soil surface cover type, as a categorical dummy variable
was highly correlated with Axis 1.

The second DCAaxis (eigenvalue 0.010, 8.5%of the variability) was inter
preted as a temporal gradient, which appears to be cyclic. February andJunesam
pledatesaresynchronous for both cover types, February at thetopportion of the
ordination diagram (Fig. 4-1) andJuneat the bottom of the ordination diagram.

Cryptogam cover, organic C, soil moisture, infiltration capacity, above-
ground biomass, and aggregate stability were negatively correlated (P s 0.05)
with DCA Axis 1 (Table 4-3), thespatialgradient. The magnitude of these vari
ables became smaller toward the interspace soil surface cover type (Fig. 4-2).
Percentage of rock cover, litter cover, percentage of silt, and cumulative sediment

80

60

CM

»

|40

20

2/22

." A 2/15

«A3/1 Shmb

2/22^

3/1 a Interspace
2/15"-..

'*A3/15

4/13

Coppice Dune

A 3/15

*• A

6/20

4/13

A"

6/20

i i i

0 5 7 22 32 34 63 68 73 75 79 81

Axis 1

Fig. 4-1. Detrended correspondence analysis of 13 environmental variables from two soil cover types
and six sampling dates.
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Table 4-3. Coefficient of correlation (r) of soil and plant variables with two DCA ordination axes.

Variable Axis 1 Axis 2

Surface soil water content, % -0.71* 0.36

Bulk density 0.49 -0.51

Aggregate stability -0.64* -0.70*

Organic C -0.79* 0.06

Sand -0.54 -0.40

Silt 0.59* 0.26

Cumulative sediment 0.56* 0.64*

Infiltration capacity -0.71* -0.62*

Rock cover 0.93* 0.59*

Litter cover 0.69* 0.16

Above ground biomass -0.88* -0.64*

Grass cover 0.52 -0.11

Cryptogamic cover -0.94* -0.62*

Soil surface cover type -0.93* -0.59*

'Significant at P s 0.05.

High Sediment

Low

2/22

3/1 A
Interspace

2/22

1" A2/15

«A3/1 Shrub
Coppice Dune

High Aggregate Stability
High Infiltration
High Biomass
High Crypt. Cover
High Soil Water
High Organic Carbon

Low
6/20

-A-

*f4/13

2/15

•*A
3/15

A4/13

6/20 A*

Low

Low

High Sediment
High Silt
High Rock Cover

Axis 1 (sd units)

Fig. 4-2. Detrended correspondence analysis with gradients. Gradients represent variables that were
significantly correlated with Axes I and II loadings.
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were positively correlated (Ps 0.05) with DCAAxis 1.These variables increased
from the sagebrush coppice dune toward the interspace soil surface cover type.

Along the temporal gradient (DCA Axis 2), aggregate stability, biomass,
infiltration capacity, and cryptogamic cover were negatively correlated (P £0.05;
Table 4-3). Values tended to be greater during the warmer months (gradient
direction from 20 June to 15 February). Higher infiltration capacity was related
to later dates, which reflects differences in soil freezing, higher aggregate stabil
ity, greater biomass, higher cryptogamic cover, and higher organic C. Cumulative
sediment yield and rock cover were positively correlated (Ps 0.05) with DCA
Axis 2 (Table 4-3). Sediment yield was highest in the interspace during 15 and
22February when the upper 10mm of surface soil was diurnally frozen and the
soil at 50 and 100mmwascontinually frozen.

Spatial PatternAnalysisof SagebrushTypes
The results of distance based sampling for seven sitesis given in Table 4-4.

There were differences inspatial patterns between sagebrush species. Wyoming
big sagebrush wasassociated with a uniform pattern on all four sites. Mountain
bigsagebrush wasalso associated witha uniform pattern at both sites. At Lower
Sheep Creek, low sagebrush was randomly distributed horizontally to the slope,

Table 4-4. Spatial pattern analysis data from sagebrush sites inWyoming and Idaho.

Location C* z» X* Y* Species

Buffalo site, WY
HV* 0.43 -2.35**' 25.56 40.79 Wyoming bigsagebrush

Blackfoot site, ID
HV 0.43 -2.59*** 34.14 55.00 Mountain bigsagebrush

Nancy Gulch, Reynold's Creek Exp. Watershed, ID
H* 0.43 -1.77* 42.12 77.34 Wyoming bigsagebrush
V* 0.39 -2.65* 42.80 78.44 Wyoming bigsagebrush
HV 0.41 -3.13* 42.46 77.89 Wyoming bigsagebrush

LowerSheep Creek, Reynold's Creek Exp. Watershed, ID
H 0.54 1.06 33.32 42.86 Low sagebrush
V 0.43 -1.61* 26.00 44.14 Low sagebrush
HV 0.49 -0.38 29.66 43.50 Lowsagebrush

Summit site, Reynold's Creek Exp. Watershed, ID
H 0.42 -2.00** 30.28 54.00 Wyoming big sagebrush
V 0.47 -0.68 37.82 57.50 Wyoming big sagebrush
HV 0.45 -1.89** 34.05 55.75 Wyoming bigsagebrush

Quonset site, Reynold's Creek Exp.Watershed, ID
H 0.47 -0.88 44.43 71.91 Wyoming big sagebrush
V 0.41 -3.07* 42.69 77.72 Wyoming big sagebrush
HV 0.44 -2.74* 43.61 74.65 Wyomingbig sagebrush

Reynold's Mountain, Reynold's Creek Exp. Watershed,ID
H 0.44 -1.54* 33.95 53.47 Mountain big sagebrush
V 0.45 -1.17 37.74 54.12 Mountainbig sagebrush
HV 0.44 -1.92** 35.84 53.80 Mountain big sagebrush

*, ** Significant at the 0.05 and 0.01 probability levels,respectively.
f Significant at the 0.1 probability level.
$C = T-square index of spatial pattern, z = standard normal deviate and test of significance of an

departure of C = 0.5, X = average distance from randompoint to nearest individual, Y= average
distance from individual to nearest neighbor. H = Horizontal, measurements on the contour, 50 x,
y points; V = Vertical, 50 x, y points, and HV = horizontal and verticalcombined, 100 x, y points.
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somewhat uniform vertically, but random for the horizontal-vertical composite
sample. Lowsagebrushdiffers from both Wyoming big sagebrushand mountain
bigsagebrush inthat it isa dwarf shrub of irregular form, 40to80cmindiam., andsel
dom >50 cm tall (Tisdale & Hironaka, 1981). Lowsagebrush alsogrowson soils that
are drierand morerockythanthosesupporting Wyoming big sagebrush and mountain
bigsagebrush. Anedaphic restriction exists onlowsagebrush sites(Sabrinski & Knight,
1978)in that soil depth is either<33cm to an impermeable B horizon, bedrock, or if
deeper, contain 30%moregravel andcobbles in thehorizon (Fosberg, 1964). Theshal
lowsoilsare a resultof periglacial erosionandarelowin moisture holdingcapacity and
become verydry in summer(Tisdale & Hironaka, 1981).

Relating to our original hypotheses, there is some indication that mature
stands of Wyoming big sagebrush, within discrete ecological range sites, where
soil characteristics are relatively homogeneous (textures-silts to loams, and rock
outcrops, surface stones, and boulders do not influence distribution), tend toward
uniform distribution.

At the Reynold's Mountain site where mountain snowberry, a root sprouting
species, was also present, the pattern of mountain big sagebrush tended toward
uniformity. We have not evaluated the relative abundance of each shrub in pre
cise quantitative terms to determine if mountain snowberry's presence can be
considered a codominant thereby possibly affecting the distribution of mountain
big sagebrush. Initial transect estimates of mountain snowberry cover are «5%.

At the low sagebrush site, distribution tended toward randomness. The
Gabica soil series (loamy-skeletal, mixed, frigic LithicArgixeroll) contains angu
lar cobblestones 7.5 to 25.4 cm in diam. and gravels over the soil surface. Gravels
can constitute20 to 50% of the surfacearea, while cobbles,stones, and exposed
bedrock areas cover 10 to 30% of the surface. Further research will investigate if
the pattern of these cobbles and exposed bedrock areas are correlated with low
sagebrush distribution.

Discriminant Analysis of Spatial Pattern Data

A canonical discriminant analysis was performed using three variables: T-
squareindexof spatialpattern(Q, distance fromrandompoint to nearestindividual
(x), and distance from individual to nearest neighbor (y) as predictors of member
ship in threesagebrushspeciesgroups.The first twodiscriminantfunctionsaccount
ed for 77 and 23%, respectively, of the between-group variability. In Fig. 4-3, the
firstcanonical discriminant function discriminates mountain bigsagebrush fromlow
sagebrush, with Wyoming big sagebrush falling between the two groups. The T-
square index was somewhat associated with the first canonical discriminant function
(Table 4-5). The second discriminant function was highly correlated with y. The
average distance ofy for the threesagebrush species was: lowsagebrush, 43.5 cm;
mountain big sagebrush, 54.1cm; andWyoming big sagebrush, 66.6cm.The aver
agedistance between Wyoming bigsagebrush plants wasgreater thanlowsagebrush
and mountainbig sagebrush. The C indexwas negatively correlatedwith the second
canonical discriminant function (Table 4-5). The average distanceof the C indexfor
the three sagebrush species was: low sagebrush, 0.49; mountain bigsagebrush, 0.44;
andWyoming bigsagebrush, 0.43. In Fig. 4-3, C decreases along the second dis
criminant axis, meaning that Wyoming bigsagebrush was more uniform according
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Fig. 4-3. Plots of three group centroids on two canonical discriminant functions derived from spatial
variables (T-Square index; x,distance from random point tonearest plant; andji distance from plant
to nearest neighbor).

Table 4-5. Resultof canonical discriminant analysis of spatial variables.

Correlations of predictor variables Pooled within-group
with canonical discriminant functions correlations among predictors

Predictor variables 1 2 C X Y
T-Square index (Q 0.27 -0.61 1 0.16 -0.26

Distance of random -0.15 0.62 1 0.90»**

point to plant (X)
Distance of plant to -0.09 0.90 1

nearest neighbor (Y)

Significant at the 0.001 probability level.

to the index. The x value, was also correlated with the second discriminant function,
but x by itself is not meaningful from a hydrologicperspective.

Pooled within-group correlations among the three predictors are shown in
Table 4-5. There is a positive relationship between distance x and to distance y,
with r = 0.90, P s 0.0001. The SAS discriminantprocedure (SAS Institute, 1988)
was used to classify the 17 horizontal, vertical, and horizontal-vertical data sets.
The analysis classified 100% of the data sets into their specific a priori sagebrush
groupings. The results of this discriminant analysis to hydrologic modeling sug
gests that between plant distances and indices of dispersion may be useful in
parameterizing spatial characteristics, especially if more supporting information
such as soil characteristics and environmental variables are correlated.
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CONCLUSIONS

If discriminant analysis is to be used appropriately, both a clear idea of the
statistical problem and insight about the ecological data are required (Williams,
1983).This chapter is an exploratory in nature,we are not reportingthe results as
statistically confirmatory. More sagebrush sites and replications within sites are
needed; however, it is interesting to note the possible significance of this data in
terms of hydrologic models. Distinct spatial cover types and temporal cyclic vari
ations exist in rangeland plant communities, all which effect or influence hydro-
logic processes. From a modeling perspective, the spatial distribution of cover
types, whether they are shrub coppices, caespitose grasses, sod forming grasses,
microphytic crusts, or bare ground, are important.The distributionand spacing of
these cover types, i.e., uniform, clumped, or random pattern will also affect over
land flow and hydraulics. In the case of Wyoming big sagebrush, if this plant is,
for the most part ubiquitously associated with uniform pattern and predictable
plant distances, the theoretical aspects and effect of shrubs and coppice dunes on
two-dimensional overland flow models would be simplified.

In reality, however, specific plant taxa are probably not associated with any
one pattern. For example, the spatial distribution of creosote bush (Larrea divar-
icata Cav.), a ubiquitous shrub of the warm desert region of North America, can
be uniform, aggregated, or random depending upon the environment (Barbour,
1969). Barbour et al., (1977) concluded that in the more arid regions of the
Mojave desert, and mesic stands in the Chihuahuan desert, creosote bush may
show a clumped or random pattern, rather than a uniform pattern. The desert
pavement is not homogeneous and pattern on the local scale can be related to very
small washes, gravel pavement, depth to caliche, rodent burrows, and microto-
pography. Creosote bush densities have also been attributed to differential seed
ing survival and creosote bush clumps appear to arise from asexual reproduction
(Barbour, 1969). Creosote bush also appears to be independent of other species
densities and distribution (Barbour et al., 1977).

Among the work done in creosotebush communities, controversy exists as to
the type of dispersionpattern; however, a largepartof thecontroversy is due to plot
size dependency, the specific site studied, and the mathematical techniques
employed (Barbouret al., 1977). It is difficult to evaluate the literature regarding
spatial patterns—aconsistentmethodology is needed. Pielou(1977,1979) makes a
distinction betweennatural and arbitrary sample units. Natural samplingunits, for
example, may be insects found on a given leaf or fruit; whereas, shrubs on range-
land,trees in a forest, andgrasses in a prairieoccur in continuous habitats. Usually
a plot or quadrat is used—an arbitrary approach, and the detection of pattern will
ultimately depend on thesizeof theplotor quadrat. Ludwig andReynolds (1988),
recommend that with continuous or nondiscrete habitats, quadrat variance models
or distance models be used in lieu of frequency distribution models (Poisson and
negative binomial). The use of arbitrary sampleunitswithcontinuous habitatsmay
resultin incorrectassumptions regarding patternbecause of the relationship of size
andshape of plotsor quadratsto the typeof patterndetected: the type of errors ecol-
ogists want to avoid (Ludwig & Reynolds, 1988). This study approached spatial
pattern analysis from a distance model or plotless perspective.
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Still, the problem remains: How can spatial variability be represented in
hydrologic models? Studies have documented that there are significant hydro-
logic differences between soil surface cover types. Soil detachment and erosion
can also besignificantly different between cover types. Plants exhibit spatial pat
ternand this is a universal feature in natural plant communities. If plantdistrib
ution and pattern are correlated to edaphic, environmental, and ecological fac
tors (competition), this information could beused in modeling spatiality ofveg
etation. Specific components, concerning plant effects on hydrologic processes,
may centeron the degree of tortuosity of flow paths, hydraulic roughness, two-
dimensional overland flow models, coefficients of dispersion, and the use of
qualitative variables to categorize pattern, i.e., randomness, uniformity, or
clumping.

Hydraulic roughness coefficients are used to determine surface runoff, flow
velocity, time of concentration, and routing of runoffhydrographs (Gilley et al.,
1992a). Soil microrelief, standing vegetation, litter cover, surface rocks, soil
crusts, and raindrop impacts effect resistance of surface flow and contribute to
totalhydraulic resistance. In theWEPP model, the Chezy friction (Q coefficient
is used to model uniform flow characteristics. The Chezy hydraulic roughness
coefficient can be determined directly from the Darcy-Weisbach hydraulic rough
ness coefficient (Gilley& Finkner, 1991)using the relationship

where g - acceleration due to gravity, and/= Darcy-Weisbachroughness coeffi
cient (Chow, 1959). The Darcy-Weisbach hydraulic roughness coefficient is
given as:

where S = average slope, V= flow velocity, and R = hydraulic radius (see Gilley
& Finkner, 1991), suggest that field experimentation is needed to determine the
effect of the Reynolds number on roughness coefficients. The Reynolds number,
Rc, is usedto express the ratioof inertial forces to viscous forces. They alsosug
gest that generalized equations should be developed that relate roughness to par
ticular characteristics of rangeland plants. Characteristics could be incorporated
for spatial distribution and pattern of rangeland vegetation. The additive proper
ty of roughness coefficients has been successfully demonstrated by Weltz et al.,
(1992) and they represent the total roughness coefficient for rills on rangeland

wherefa - roughness coefficient for rills, /rk = roughness coefficient for gravel
and cobbles, flx = roughness coefficient for litter and organic residue, and /., =
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roughness coefficient for plants. Weltz et al. (1992) developed an equation for
estimating the friction coefficient (/\) for plants on rangeland areas:

/pb=39.0Cca8+125.91Ba008

where C. andBa are the fractions of canopy coverand basalplantcover, respective
ly. Gilley etal., (1992a,b) also give asimilar equation forrangeland interrill areas (£):

In the WEPP model, additional refinements to the Chezy friction coefficient,
which incorporates estimates of roughness coefficients for rills and interrill areas,
shouldbe consideredthroughadditional resistance factors that are relatedto plant
distribution patterns.

Until morefield data is available on plantdistributions and hydrologic effects
of specific plantspecies, sometheoretical approach is needed to model hydrolog
ic processes on rangelands. The current issues to be addressed are: (i) hydrologic
differences of soil surface cover types; (ii) spatial patterns of shrubs and other
plants that exhibit a tufted, caespitose, or pedestalled growth form; (iii) develop
other resistancecoefficients pertinentto rangeland settings for more accurateesti
matesof roughness for rills and interrills; and (iv) initiate an effort to model two
dimensional overland flowwhere plantcoppice dunesare recognized.

Many of the current modeling efforts suchas WEPP baseerosion prediction
on a process-based approach thatinclude thefundamentals of infiltration theory,
hydrology, soil physics, plant science, hydraulics, and erosion mechanics. The
WEPP project has been a major scientific effort and the knowledge gained from
this multidisciplinary approach is technically noteworthy. We subscribe to the
point of view, however, thatwith current technological limitations in experimen
tation, especially experimental designs and problems that are inherent in range-
land field studies, not to mention theeconomic limitations, qualitative variables
may offer a means to increase precision of model variables. Since many model
parameters are estimated by means of regression equations, qualitative variables
in combination withquantitative variables (covariance models, see Neter et al.,
1989) can improve predictability. Ifprediction is important, the prediction equa
tion for parameter estimates may need toinclude aneffect due tosome category
orclassification of variables. Spatial patterns canbe expressed in quantitative and
qualitative terms; however, the indexes of dispersion that arecurrently available
are unitless. Indexes of dispersion are in essence, defined by the mathematics of
the equation and ultimately, are measures of qualitative categorization such as
random, clumped, or uniform.

Terrestrial plant communities are in a constant state of flux, whether dis
turbed or undisturbed. Spatial patterns and hydrologic processes are cyclical in
time. Pattern and distribution ofplants may beself-induced (autogenic) orenvi
ronmentally determined (allogenic). A pattern that is allogenic overmore than a
hundred years may be autogenic more than a thousand (Hill, 1973b). Therefore,
due to the ecological complexity ofrangeland ecosystems with respect topattern
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anddistribution,hydrologicmodelscouldbeenhancedbyatleastconsidering
largescaletrends,affinities,ordispositionofshrubspeciesdistributionpatterns.
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